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Today’s News Update
PRIME MINISTER MAJALIWA RECOMMENDS GEITA RESIDENCE TO
TRAIN THEIR CHILDREN AT VETA
Dear members,
Our remarkable IMTT
project is doing fine
enough to have more
attention from the government.
Inspired by the VETA
students’ performance
during climax day of
the 2018 Mining, Technology & Investment
Exhibitions which took
place in Geita from
September 24th to 04th
October, the Prime
Practically briefing the Prime Minister of Tanzania Hon. Kassim Majaliwa, and the
Minister of Tanzania
Geita Regional Commissioner Hon. Eng. Robert Gabriel; On a safety helmet is Ms. CaHon. Kassim Majaliwa
reen Vedasta operating the excavator built by IMTT-VETA students
has shown many ap-ren acquire mining technical year student studying heavy
preciations to the output of the
VETA programs particularly on knowledge and correct skills in or- machinery mechanical skills imder to perform better, when they pressed the Prime Minister who
IMTT initiative.
graduate from VETA training cen- was accompanied by the MinisNaming the VETA-Moshi campus ters in Tanzanian. They should ter of Minerals Ms. Angellah
where the IMTT program training have one objective in mind – to Kairuki, Ms Careen was able to
takes place, the Prime Minister develop the mining sector in Tan- smoothly operate an excavator
argued Geita parents and guardi- zania.
built by IMTT-VETA students in
ans to make sure that their childMoshi. This led the Premiere to
Ms. Careen Vedasto who is a 2nd
highly recommend miners
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in Geita to buy the machine which is locally made and support the technology development initiated locally by our own youths.
When he was giving his speech, Hon. Majaliwa said “it is possible for our youth especially young ladies to
become technological specialists in mining sector particularly if you are well-trained through VETA training centers in the country. We aim to make a deliberate economic shift as a country, and it is through
efforts such as these, made by our own people which will enable us to reach our objective.
In attendance during the exhibitions was the Ministry of Minerals team lead by the Minister Hon. Angellah Kairuki, Geita Regional Commissioner Hon. Robert Gabriel and other top government officials.
From the experience obtained through 2018 Geita Mining Exhibitions, the Chamber of Mines would like
to encourage its members who are the founders of this program (IMTT) to keep the pace and sponsor
more students surrounding our working areas in the country. This will be a great legacy for the Mining
sector and will help profiling positively our existence also, benefit the surrounding communities in which
we operate.
For those can who hear and understand Swahili,
the links https://jmp.sh/qjsLfjA and https://
jumpshare.com/v/XagwKLY3DGVU5QjKGoAA
leads to a short video of a prime ministers
speech during the winding up of the Geita Mining Exhibitions.
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Ms. Theresis Mosha, IMTT training Coordinator (Left) presenting during the 2018 Geita Mining Exhibitions when the
Geita Regional Commissioner and other government officials
visited the pavilion.
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